SAVES TIME and LABOR
with super-high-speed operation

CLEAR LAND
like a bulldozer

FELLS TREES
a 10-inch tree in 10 seconds

CUTS PULPWOOD
lengths in the field

CUTS CORDWOOD
at sawmill speed

GOES ANYWHERE
your tractor will go

GROUND-LEVEL CUT
to clear pasturage

HOOKS ON FORD TRACTOR
with few minutes work

IS SIMPLE TO OPERATE
You can do it the first time

HAS LONG LIFE
Blades are of finest steel

DEALERS

WEBB TREE SAW CO.
SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
WEBB TREE SAWS
DEMOPOLIS, ALA.

FELLS AND CUTS
AT SAWMILL SPEED!

...CONVERTS YOUR
FORD TRACTOR
into a Cutting Crew
and Sawmill!!!

...AT GROUND LEVEL!

Copyright 1945
By James Stewart Webb
Demopolis, Alabama
Pat. Feb. Nov. 1944
Pat. Feb. Sep. 1945
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**How the Webb Tree Saw Operates:**

We offer a few points on the Webb Tree Saw which will help you in the operation of the saw.

First of all, don’t be afraid of breaking it; for it has taken all the hard knocks that my operator could give it and that is plenty.

If you want to cut down a tree up to four or five inches don’t stop the tractor, just give it the gas and back into it. Be sure and have your saw running at good speed. Try it first on the smaller trees and then step it up to the larger ones.

On trees over five inches and up to eight, stop your tractor about two feet from the tree and rev your saw to the highest speed, then shift the power take-off lever out of gear and put your tractor in reverse and back into your tree.

On trees eight inches and above, place your saw as close to the side of the tree and use your shift lever to pull the saw into the tree gradually.

If you should want to cut a tree higher than your saw is set for cutting horizontal, use the finger tip control and raise the saw up several inches until the desired height is reached.

With the above in mind your operator should not have a bit of trouble.

---

**The Saw That**

has a hundred farm, pulpwood and lumbering uses!!!

The Webb Tree Saw will become one of your most dependable workhorses as you use it through the years. It has been thoroughly tested in the field over a long period of time and has proven itself to be the most efficient low-cost power saw available to date. It is versatile and practical—and built for rugged use. A wonder of simplicity, it needs no petting—it’s ready to go—every day. For further particulars or information about how the Webb Tree Saw can do your particular work, write or wire today.